
is concerned, the

ing influence of the new ideas ? It is true, perhaps, that American bo^
iinista have hardly yet recognized the full applicability of what are^called

but is that any reason why zo<jlogi8t8 should calmly assume that all the
necessary data for biological generalizations are to be derived from ani-
mal sources ? May it not be suggested to the (animal) " biologist" who
does condescend to demonstrate to his class the streaming of protoplasm
mNitella or karyokinesis in the root-tip of an onion, that this slight

recognition of the superiority of vegetable tissues for^the^study of vital

That there are many colleges where botany is a mere species-grind,

imagine that there is none of the quality of a boomerang in such a state-

ment? If so, I beg to assure him that there are colleges of repute, yes,

and " universities," where botany is well taught, while the zo<)logy is a

as bet
scales or tail feathers; and there are s^tillothers where,

The Gazettes complaint is a very timely and just one. I have
iieard one of the leaders of American zoology remark upon this very
condi tion of things to the effect that he could not understand why botanists

remain silent while chairs of biology are repeatedly filled with zo<ilogi8t8

pure and simple, whose teachings, if not their conceptions, of biology are

wholly one-sided And he added, "If I were a botanist, I should be
heard from." But, if some one says he can do better by himself and by
tiis students if he confines his work to the animal kingdom, we shall have

quarrel. I believe it is best for the occupant of a chair d hiolos^

shouW^ tcM-eacli Veil what "heteaches. J The wrong thing is

^^^J^^J^^^^

field of modern b?ology.*^^Yet, in\ow"manVin9titution8 where no one
would think of expecting one man to teach physics and chemistry or

fiaglish literature and rhitoric, must one man stagger under that load,

it there is money to employ but one man, make the best of it and see

!?*^^?gy or botany is well taught, but don't delude your students
with the idea that they are to become biologists in a term In the name

f ''ommon honesty and sound ideas let us ".call a spade a spade, and
"'t ;i Hubsoil plough. James Ellis Humphrey.

^^tabl^
^''ticles in the Botanical Gazette of ^ctobej called attention

!.^'''king remarks concer'n?ng the^present stage of our botanical ex-

P orations; "that botanists should consider plants as biological problems

r. f.
-'^^^P^^i^ensto be catalogued, etc." The great i^nportance

tK^'' ^^r^y^ is only too clear, and although I do not intend to ai»

'•^ this subject more than has already been done, I should like to call

0 nr^'"" » certain point, which undoubtedly ought to be t^ken in

msK eration, and which might form an additional remark to those oi

n;'i
ni^ntioned abovf. It is merely in regard to the preservation

herbaria. The specimens in the herbaria should not only be pre
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I these days. I do not think it necessary to recall the ii

3 by Vesque, Eadlkofer and several others, who have s

meal characters of plants. But in the manner in w

9 very clear that flowers with large petals ai
ed. For anatomical studies these specimen
their value; the covering of glands or hai
; and the stems and leaves can not be re

i^nto pieces. And how about clusters of sr

hange in regard
imens ? Unfortunately, as I have heard, this manner of preservation has

been used in museums where the greatest collections are deposited. The
new or rather very old and well-known method, which is to be recom-
mended, is to mount the specimens with glued paper strips, which can

easily be taken off so that the plant can be examined freelv in the hand,

CURRENTLITERATURE.

In Annals of Botany (vol. iv"no. 15°A ug*'l890) Dr. F. W. Oliver tos

given an excellent anatomical study of Sarcodes sanguinea, accompanied
by four double plates illustrating anatomical details, and a fifth very large

one showing the whole plant with its coloration. Of course any member
of the Monotropeae is worthy of careful study, both on account of habit of

growth and affinities. Naturally, interest somewhat centers about the

root structures, for the plant proves to be a saprophyte or. humus-plant-

The roots are everywhere invested in a close-fitting sheath of "fung^'

mycelium, well displaying, as in Monotropa, the mycorhiza habit. Prob-

ably the most striking statement with regard to root structure is that all

ateral roots have an exogenous origin ' This habit seems to be in

mon with Pterospora, and the author considers it a special adaptation
a

P'^^P'^^^^^^^^^^dvantageous variation) by which the formation of a wound

the entry of the mycorhiza^uLu'sTa'lrtl"^ ^^J""®."" *'_^^Tuv, the same

mycorhiza habit -

gu. laiin

and mnr^kT"'" T ^^""^^ endogenous branching). The stem, le^vej

the r??? considered. The developme^'
reproductive structures of the embryo sac is similar to thatwb>ohb^

been fully described by Strasburger and Koch in the case of MouotroP^


